RESEARCH FELLOW POSITION in SOCIOLOGY
Department of Sociology
Dartmouth College

The Department of Sociology in conjunction with the Institute for Security Technology Studies at Dartmouth College invites applications for a one year Post-Doctoral Research Fellowship. We are seeking a sociologist with interests in Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), particularly Internet communication and exchange, to work with a multi-disciplinary team of social scientists and computer scientists. The candidate must have completed a PhD in Sociology and have experience with experimental and survey methodologies. Fellows will be expected to work closely with Professor Denise Anthony in Sociology and Professors Sean Smith and David Kotz in Computer Science on projects in the ISTS Cyber Security and Trust Research Center (CSTRC) and the Center for Mobile Computing (CMC). Fellows will be expected to help supervise graduate and undergraduate students, to plan and execute projects, to collect and analyze data, to write and publish papers, and to assist in collaborations with industry partners.

Fellows will have office space in the Department of Sociology. The annual stipend is $34,000 plus medical benefits. Review of applications will begin immediately and continue until the position is filled. Interested candidates should send their vitae and a letter of interest, and arrange to have three letters of reference sent directly, via email to Dr. Denise Anthony <denise.anthony@dartmouth.edu>. PDF attachments are preferred.

For more information:
Sociology <http://www.dartmouth.edu/~socy>
ISTS <http://www.ists.dartmouth.edu>
CMC <http://cmc.cs.dartmouth.edu>
Computer Science <http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu>
Dartmouth College <http://www.dartmouth.edu>

Dartmouth College is an equal opportunity employer.

Dartmouth is an Ivy League college with graduate programs in the sciences, engineering, medicine, and business. It is located in the beautiful small town of Hanover NH, about two hours northwest of Boston.